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Abstract: The Raspberry Pi changed the way many engineers and developers thought about the possibilities of an
embedded system. When networking technology is combined with it, the scope of embedded systems would be further
more. Here, this paper focuses on implementation of Linux web server and web-based automation system. And also
give information about how to configure the apache web server, MySQL for database support, and PHP for dynamic
web content. The sample web page demonstrates automation to control the raspberry end connected devices via relay
board. The primary idea is to make efficient and effective web based automation system at very low cost by using the
Raspberry Pi 3 B model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is always available for you to use, you don't
have to wait for it to open or wait for someone to make it
available. So when the embedded devices are provided
with internet access, it is of no doubt that demand will rise
due to the remote accessing capability of the devices. The
paper includes complete implementation of an HTTP Web
Server in Raspberry Pi. This development kit which
contains Ethernet interface is connected to PC using RJ45
cable. The Raspberry Pi 3 B model is used to
implementation of web server and automation. The web
site is design in simple HTML which give a good user
interface to control the devices which is connected with
the Raspberry Pi. The relay board activate as the signal
given through web page and perform the ON and OFF
operation at real time. In this implementation Raspberry Pi
3 B model is used which is latest launch by company.

GPU: Broadcom Video Core IV
RAM: 1GB LPDDR2 (900 MHz)
Networking: 10/100 Ethernet, 2.4GHz 802.11n wireless
Bluetooth: Bluetooth 4.1 Classic, Bluetooth Low Energy
Storage: micro SD
GPIO: 40-pin header, populated
Ports: HDMI, 3.5mm analogue audio-video jack, 4× USB
2.0, Ethernet, Camera Serial Interface (CSI), Display
Serial Interface (DSI).

A. The Internet of Things
An ongoing trend in embedded devices is to have all
embedded devices connected to the Internet. The Internet
was developed as a failsafe network that could survive the
destruction of several nodes. The Internet of Things (IoT)
leverages the same redundancy. With the move to migrate
to IPv6, the IP address space would be large enough for
several trillion devices to stay connected. A connected
II. PROBLEM DEFINATION
device also makes it very convenient to control it from
anywhere, receive inputs from various sensors and
respond to events. A multitude of IoT connected devices A Linux web server should use the HTTP protocol to
in a home has the potential to act as a living entity that transmit Web pages from the embedded system to the web
browser and to transmit form data back to the embedded
exhibits response to stimuli.
system attached to the appliance. The embedded system
requires a network interface, such as Ethernet, a TCP/IP
B. Raspberry Pi 3 B Specifications
protocol stack, embedded web server software and static
SoC: Broadcom BCM2837
and dynamic web pages that form the user interface for
CPU: 4× ARM Cortex-A53, 1.2GHz
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that specific device. Because the embedded systems have
limited CPU and memory resources and these resources
are mostly used by real-time applications, end- users may
have to wait up to few seconds for an HTTP response.
Multi-threading should be employed in the embedded
systems to avoid slow response.

Fig1- System architecture of the proposed
Linux web server based automation.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this paper, an experimental setup is implemented with
real instruments. An arduino controller is used along with
the raspberry pi to achieve the desired result. A Webbased system is developed using the Smart Access feature
of the Raspberry pi. The equipment used in experimental
setup is shown in following fig.

This shows you the index.html file that was presented to
your browser, you will notice that its permissions are
currently set to the root user. We need to change the user
permissions if we want to make any changes to the file.
sudo chown pi: index.html
nano index.html
nano command is used to edit the index file, so Here you
will see the HTML code for you index page, if you scroll
down to the <body> section of the page you will see the
writing that was presented in the browser, change some of
this then press Ctrl+X, and Y to save the changes. If you
now go back to your browser and refresh you should see
your changes.

Fig.1 the components of the experimental setup are
IV. SETTING UP THE WEB SERVER
CONFIGURATION
A. Initial Setup
1. Apache Web Server
First we need to download the apache web server package, 2. Install PHP
to do this log into your Raspberry Pi via SSH and enter the To download the PHP package log into your Raspberry Pi
via SSH and enter the following command
following command
sudo aptget install apache2
This is just the default index.html, in order to edit the page
we need to adjust the permissions on the file. Log into
your Raspberry Pi and access the webserver folder using
the following commands
cd /var/www/html
ls al
Copyright to IJARCCE

sudo apt-get install php5 libapache2-mod-php5 -y
The benefit of PHP webpage scripting is that it presents
dynamic pages based on changing information, if you
want to see this in action try changing your index.php file
with the following entry
<?php echo date(„Y-m-d H:i:s‟); ?>
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3. The MySQL Database
MySql provides us with a database to store any
information we require for out website, it is used
extensively with many websites on the internet today. To
add this capability to our Raspberry Pi we again need to
load a couple of packages.
sudo apt-get install mysql-server php5-mysql –y
4. Connection to a Domain Name Server (DNS)
DNS is like the internet‟s address book, allowing others to
find your website by looking up your domain name. I use
Namecheap as they can provide both of these services
while you do the hosting yourself on the Pi.
A domain name generally costs around Rs. 250 to 700 a
V. WEB-BASED CONTROL
year depending on the name you choose, Namecheap also
provide free DNS. Just follow the link below to their The design of the website was done using PHP designed.
website, find an available domain name and you should be The web page has a authentication page as the homepage.
up and running in no time.
B. Server Configuration
To begin the process of configuring a Raspberry Pi to
work as web server, an Operating System of a Linux
Distribution, called RASBIAN, specifically created for the
Raspberry Pi, was downloaded Onto an SD memory card
with at least 4 GB of memory, via another computer, and
inserted into the Raspberry PI. Details of the completed
installation can be viewed by opening the website and
logging in with the correct user credentials. A Windows
Distribution or a Mac OS X can be installed instead, Linux
was a personal preference.
And now RASBIAN is the official operating system for
Raspberry Pi. There are many different methods to finish
the configuration and installations of your Raspberry Pi to
make it work as a web server, we will stick to the methods
we used to accomplish this, if you are interested in other
methods they are easily found all over the internet.
The rest can be accomplished through following simple
instructions or tutorials online. Since we enabled SSH we
were then able to use to finish the setup and installations
from a laptop. We used the CMD console to access the pi
with SSH and used SUDO and Linux bash commands.

The control page is used in controlling the home
appliances and for viewing the video stream from the
camera. The IP address along with date and time of the
last visited system will be displayed on the site.

When the required device is selected and the set button is
As mentioned earlier, we used port forwarding to access clicked the signal is sent to the controller and the device
the Raspberry PI from another source; another computer, gets on or off as requested.
phone, etc. To do this, the source would have to attempt to
VI. ADVANTAGES
gain access through the router where the Raspberry Pi is
connected.
Circuit is portable and could be used anywhere. The size
This can be accomplished by typing in the Public IP of a raspberry pi is of credit card size. Also automatic
address 192.168.2.179 and either port 80, 21, 22, or 23 controlling of circuit reduce manpower. Cost is less to
into the URL bar as so: 192.168.2.179:80. This will create an embedded Web server hence rather than buying a
forward any traffic attempting to access the Public IP real costly web server an embedded web server is a cost
address towards the Local/Private IP address 192.168.1.6 efficient solution. It take very less time make modification
of Raspberry PI, thus granting us remote access to the or changes in parameters and easy to host web page
globally.
Raspberry Pi and its contents
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VII. CONCLUSION
We were to setup a web server in very small Budget. So
we planned to use a Raspberry Pi to configure and set up
web server with an IP address and port forwarding, which
would allow access from another source connected to a
Network. In this case the given web server has minimal
features. The main focus is more on the development and
configuration process with a very fundamental format that
makes it easy to understand and simple to teach to
someone who has little to no experience setting up and
configuring a web server with a Raspberry Pi. We used
very basic Python commands, some Linux fundamental
commands, and some HTML & PHP language basics.
VIII.FUTURE SCOPE
This System can be used as cloud storage. A download
and upload link can be provided to the website and this
server can also be used as a cloud storage. We can
interface more sensors and control processes. We have use
to two sensors. Also to make it very simple it can be used
just as just a monitoring system also in an Industrial
automation this system is very useful to control big
devices like motors and other heavy electrical machinery.
Also in agriculture this system will very useful in different
irrigation and also it will minimize the farmer‟s efforts.
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